This paper presents a new approach for data hiding scheme for the secure digital data transmission. Here we present the modification to histogram by considering the differences of the pixels which can be used for increasing data hiding capacity. We also show-off how different images affect the performance of this proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
In these days where we can find a rapid growth in the field on information technology, for human communication on the internet we are in the need of providing high security for our digital data. Hiding the data in imperceptible manner may be one of the solutions for this. How ever there are few images which are not tolerable and very sensitive for embedding distortions such as military images, medical images and artwork preservation.
Many techniques have been proposed earlier for data hiding using G-LSB data hiding techniques [1] which uses a variant arithmetic compression algorithm to encode the message and hide the resulting interval number in the host image. L.M Cheng proposed an enhancement for the conventional LSB (least significant bit) by considering an optimal pixel adjustment process for hiding data.
Diljith M.thodi and Jefferey J used Tian"s [6] algorithm based difference expansion (DE) for implementing reversible watermarking. It also included histogram shifting method for the reversible data hiding [3] .
In this present paper we extend the histogram modification using pixel differences to increase the capacity of data hiding .we also use binary tree structure approach for multiple of peak points with histogram shifting for overflow and underflow.
PROPOSED METHOD
In this we propose using histogram peak and zero points.
Let P be the value at peak point and Z be value at zero point then if once a pixel value with P is encountered the pixel value is increased by 1,otherwise no modification are required. Extraction of the data is exactly the replicate of data hiding process. Number of message bits that can be embedded can be equal to the number of pixels associated with the peak point [7] .Here we present histogram modification technique (only pixel value) by considering the difference of the adjacent pixels. Correlations between the neighboring pixels are very strong and the distribution pixel difference has a prominent maximum, which is expected to be very close zero. This is shown in the figure 1 below The following are the steps to embed the data 1) Scan the image I in the inverse order and calculate the pixel differences
2) Determine the peak point P from the differences and based on the shift the pixels by 1 unit
Where y i is the watermarked image 3) If d i = P then modify x i according to the message bit.
yi= (3)
Where b is the message bit to be embed At the receiver end the recipient extracts the message from watermarked image by performing the same reverse scanning
The following are the steps to extract he data 1) The message can be extracted by b= (4)
Where x i-1 denotes the restored value of yi and can be restored by xi=
An exact copy of the original image is obtained .In the above mentioned process includes only one peak point. For higher data capacity we extend this for binary tree approach.
A example for the above mentioned approach is as follows where "e" is the pixel to be calculated from equations (2) Compare restored x i and y i at peak points then 0110 is the extracted message
Binary Tree approach
Let us assume that there are K level of the binary tree then the number of peak points used to embed messages are 2
K then if the message bit to be embedded is "0" the left child of the node d i is visited other wise the right one see figure 2. Higher payloads require the higher level. However, all the recipient needs to share with the sender is the tree level K, because we propose an auxiliary binary tree that pre-determines multiple peak points used to embed messages. Where b is the message to be embedded b{0.1}.
The following are the steps for extraction Let K be the proposed level for the binary tree. Where x i-1 denotes the restored value of yi and can be restored b xi=
Repeat the above step for the entire message to embed.
Experimental results
All the experiments were conducted with the 256×256 image like "Lena", "baboon", "hat" . 
Conclusion
In this paper we have not considered any comparison methods.
In future this will be presented. As far as the method is concerned it"s very easy to understand and implement. The main limitation of these histogram modification techniques is that we have to provide a side communication channel for pairs of peak points and minimum points. We also mentioned binary tree that predetermines the multiple peak points used to embed messages; thus, the only information the sender and recipient must share is the tree level K. This made us to embed large amount of data for hiding, there by increasing its capacity 6. REFERENCES 
